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Keyed to the newly revised and updated Sixth Edition of Barash, Cullen, Stoelting, Cahalan and

Stock&#39;s Clinical Anesthesia, this comprehensive review book is an excellent study tool. It

contains over 1,000 questions with answers and succinct, clearly written explanations. The chapters

in the review book correspond to the chapters in Clinical Anesthesia, Sixth Edition. The page

number in the textbook where more detailed information can be found is cited in the answer to each

question.
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This book is pretty good for testing recently read material from Barash Text or Handbook. Has old

question format and a bit difficult to follow. Has pretty good question explainations... helps with

learning. Would recommend Hall's book of questions " Anesthesia: A Comprehensive Review" over

this text.

it's a good book and you can review topics from it, but questions are a little easy and shallow, so

you can't really make an exercise for a test or a board, for example.

I have the kindle version, which I have done with my most recent purchases. I wanted something

not so bulky to have "On the Go". The review goes with the text well. The question format is nice,

but not up to date with current testing modes. I find when using the "search" for specifics topics it is



either very slow or at times non-functional. My only real complaint would be the Kindle version, of

any product should be a little more cost effective. The raw materials and time alone to produce the

book version should be taken out of the equation.

This book is an good supplement to a review course and to a text in preparation for boards! Barash

is an expert in the field of anesthesia and it is nice to have his text in a board prep format. The

explanations for each question are great. Contrary to the other review, i don't the question format is

weird or difficult at all. I also like that the chapters are short and limited to only 1 specific section with

about 12 - 25 questions on each topic! I thought this book was a nice addition study efforts for

boards!Good Luck!

I just completed my nurse anesthesia boards with a pass! I found that this review book along with

reviewing the key points fromÂ Â was the most helpful. This review book does a great job of asking

questions that make you think about the key content from each chapter. The questions aren't just

multiple choice but also includes multiple multiple type questions which is reflective of the nurse

anesthesia board's content. The rationale for each question's correct answer is very well done,

concise, but thorough and helpful. I found this more helpful and more reflective of the points that

Barash (one of the key textbooks the board exam takes their info from) emphasizes than Valley

Review. I highly recommend this book as a key part of your board review.Some of the questions are

pretty superficial, but they make sure you know the basics, but there are plenty from each chapter

that will make you think long and hard and force you back to the chapter to do some reading.

Questions and answers only. No review.

This Barash version of test questions is probably among the more useful i have yet found (but i have

only explored two so far). Offering useful rationales for the test questions, the text also requires

synthesis. Unlike the Nagelhout, it is also separated by systems, and type of exam questions to help

one identify categories of weakness to re-exam during your study prep. Overall, one of the better

board prep books i have seen.

The book came in a timely fashion and was exactly as described. I would order again from the same

source.
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